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Launch the brand-new design of the Capture App! At the beginning of the launch, we received
some complaints about the App performance. However, if you download the latest version
from Google Play or Apple Store, it has been improved a lot, and dev team is still working on
more improvements to make it faster and smoother. Two updates were published this month,
do make sure you are using the latest one, v0.67.1. 

Announce the partnership with CreatorDAO. CreatorDAO is a DAO organized by top
photographers and creators in the world, including those whose photos we have seen on BBC
or the National Geographic magazine. This partnership shows that Capture App is not just a
hype NFT App but an application that is truly trusted by creators.

Announce the partnership with CARPOST and Hyve. CARPOST, is the leading global luxury car
trading platform. This collaboration shows how important it is to assure the authenticity of
digital media; it may even affect how many cars you can sell. With the partnership with Hyve,
you will be able to use $NUM as the payment for hiring freelancers! 

Dear NUMBERS,

It’s Tammy writing the letter for the last Friday of the month! Hope you’ve all had a fantastic week!

Not sure if you have noticed, but Sofia is taking care of the letter for the first Friday of the month
while I am taking care of the last one of the month. We have opened the opportunity to other team
members to write the letters in the middle weeks of the month so that the letters can have
different tones, cover more angles and be more “decentralized”! 

Although, it is a “weekly summary letter”, this time I have determined to share a summary of the
amazing progress in product dev and in partnerships of this month with you :). 

In October, we have:
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Best Regards,

Tammy Yang
Founder of Numbers Protocol

Introduce Moonpay checkout in the Capture App. This is an important step for us to acquire
users. As we still strongly suggest users use NUM to checkout in the App. NUM checkout is
faster with a better user experience. However, we are also aware that many users are not yet
familiar with crypto and need credit-card solutions. Moonpay checkout is just the first step.
There will be more payment methods introduced to the Capture App.

Close Q3 milestones and update milestones for Q4 2022. 

Most important, we have launched three phases of the Testnet campaign of Numbers
Blockchain! Including 

Phase I: Acquiring NUM from Testnet faucet
Phase II: Register digital media and create the initial commit
Phase III: Create multiple commits and review the history

We had a lot of internal discussions and work on the dev side to create tools and guidelines for the
Testnet campaigns. The hope is, through participating in the three phases of Testnet campaigns,
the community will be clear about how Numbers Blockchain works and the reason why it is
important. 

Phase III is launched today! Join now and share your feedback with us! 

Same as every weekend, the team will take some rest with a slower response. Our dear
moderators will keep supporting you, and the team will be well-prepared for the new week. And
may all of you have a relaxing and happy weekend :)!
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